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Since her creation in 1959, Barbie has broken cultural, social, and linguistic barriers, all while
showcasing a fabulous fashion sense. Organized into five sections: Barbie Is Fashion; Barbie's
Family; Dolls of the World; Barbie's Careers; and Queen, Diva and Celebrity, Barbie as Global Icon,
Barbie: The Icon celebrates the impact Barbie has had in culture for three generations in everything
from style, to fashion, to careers, that makes her the voice of the contemporary woman, the voice of
pop culture, and the image of a genuine living legend.This deluxe compendium comes complete
with a ribbon marker, teal silkscreened edges, and a clear acetate jacket to protect the stunning
cover art. Thoroughly researched and beautifully designed, this oversize, exquisite edition is at once
a collector's item and the ultimate resource for all things Barbie, perfect for the discerning collector,
the lifelong fan, or even those fascinated by one of the biggest icons in American pop culture.
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â€œA must-have for every Barbie aficionado, here is a trip down memory lane, an encyclopedia of
possibility, and a wonderful resource,â€• the inside jacket announces in Massimiliano Capellaâ€™s
book, Barbie: The Icon.~ What ~This two-hundred-and-eight-page hardbound targets those
interested in the Barbie doll that still sells worldwide every three seconds and has been around for
over fifty years. The 13-by-10.5-by-.75-inch coffee table book is divided into five sections, ending
with a bibliography and photograph credits but no index.With full color, large photographs of almost
every doll design of Barbie, the five categories cover the dollâ€™s fashion, family, worldwide

features, careers, and global impact regarding celebrities. Listing the fashions of the years,
one-hundred-and-fifty careers, forty different nationalities, and seventy-five various fashion
designers, Barbieâ€™s well-known status is shown and discussed.~ Why ~Being in my late fifties, I
enjoyed noting the Barbies I had collected and the dresses I was familiar with in reviewing this book.
It is an engaging collection of not only the changes to the dollâ€™s features, body styles, and
clothing, but also it shows how famous people and designers contributed to her development. One
can learn how names such as Jackie Kennedy, Farah Fawcett, and Madonna to name a few
changed and molded Barbie. The chapter on the making of the doll was also interesting.~ Why Not
~Those who never owned a Barbie doll or do not care about the iconic figure that has enamored
girls for decades and will probably continue to do so will not appreciate this book. However, it does
show the progression of culture, events, and celebrities by decades that may catch the readersâ€™
attention.
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